GASKET IDENTIFICATION
GUIDE RING COLOR CODING

COLOR CODING FOR THE GASKETS YOU NEED

Gaskets are color coded to help expedite the selection and identity of the gaskets you need. The color of the outside edge of the centering ring identifies both the winding and filler materials. The metallic winding filler materials are designated by color stripes at equal intervals on the outside edge of the centering ring. The Flexitallic color code meets the industry standard for metal and filler materials which has been adopted by ASME B16.20 and the Metallic Gasket division of the Fluid Sealing Association.

Yellow Ring = Solid Green = 316 L
Grey = Flexicarb

METALLIC WINDING MATERIALS

- 304SS Yellow
- 316L SS Green
- 317L Maroon
- 321SS Turquoise
- 347SS Blue
- 310SS No Color
- 304LSS No Color
- 309SS No Color
- 430SS No Color
- Alloy 20 Black
- Titanium Purple
- Inconel® 600/625 Gold
- Incoloy® 800/825 White
- Inconel® X750 No Color
- Hastelloy® C276 Beige
- Hastelloy® B2 Brown

Alloy 20
Titanium
Inconel® 800/825
Incoloy® 800/825
Inconel® X750
Hastelloy® C276
Hastelloy® B2
Nickel 200 Red
Zirconium No Color
Carbon Steel Silver
Monel Orange

Duplex No Color

CONTINUING METALLIC WINDING MATERIALS

PTFE White Stripe
Flexicarb® Grey Stripe
Flexite Super® Pink Stripe

Ceramic Light Green Stripe
Thermiculite™ 835 Light Blue Stripe

NONMETALLIC FILLER MATERIALS

Information relating to Flexitallic’s products as supplied is given in good faith, but Flexitallic and/or any of its divisions and/or any person, company or body acting on behalf of Flexitallic or any of its divisions shall not be responsible for any damage, direct or indirect or liability arising out of or in connection with the same.
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www.flexitallic.com
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